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Long-Term Plan Consultation Document - Summary of submissions (to be heard) 
 

No. Name Submission summary 

1 Frida Inta 
Mokihinui 

Water quality 
Water quality should be a priority issue for Council to address. Council is in breach of its statutory obligations by allowing waterways to slide into 
fetid putrefaction; This includes riparian margins which are not being protected to standard needed to maintain natural character and run-off 
amelioration. Council needs to acknowledge that it could do better in meeting statutory obligations, advise the public how it intends to revise its 
inhouse policies in order to have more respect and uphold the principles of Part 2 of the RMA.  
Action sought 
- Make real progress on improving the quality of lowland waterways 
- Make meaningful plans with dairy farmers concerning milk rejection 
- Publicise the problem of milk rejection and advise the public what it is doing with respect to this.  
- Receive pleas from every farmer as to how they deal with excrement in a judicious manner, and that plan needs to be monitored honestly 
- Biodigesters to be promoted and incentivized (such as a lower annual farm monitoring fee). Provide biodigester plans which can be shown to 

works efficiently and be affordable as a capital investment. 
- Council to have a robust plan with farmers detailing how the contents of effluent ponds will be disposed of. The decided method of disposal 

needs to be monitored honestly. Council needs to promote the use of biodigesters as a solution for the disposal of the waste of dairy sheds and 
the contents of effluent ponds.  

Air quality 
Air quality is sidelined by Council and appalling during winter months. It is ignored by placing monitors in areas that have sea breezes and do not 
reflect the urban situation properly.  
Action sought 
- Council needs to let Coasters know that it is not alright to continue burning coal and needs to accept that the only option is to ban coal in 

domestic fires. Unsure what the rules are on new fireplace installations on the West Coast but they need to include that new fire installations 
must be of a standard that do not emit particulate matter of interest (PM10. PM2.5), to ensure that the respiratory health of West Coasters is 
healed and protected  

Weeds 
Have noticed the very recent introduction and spread of yellow lupin through the West Coast anywhere that large machinery has been [locations 
provided in submission]. Most consents for resource extraction and works with heavy machinery have conditions concerning weeds but those 
conditions are almost never adhered to.  
Action sought 
- During this LTP Council needs to be vigilant concerning this highly noxious weed. Publicize in its rates demand brochure the danger of spreading 

this weed and take action to ensure that heavy machinery is steam cleaned between jobs, including fines at workplaces involving heavy 
machinery that has instances of this weed.  

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 - with a longer time interval without penalty to pay those rates.  
Infrastructure insurance cover 
Either - Whether we pay outright for infrastructure insurance or 70% makes little difference. Ratepayers cannot be expected to pay those rising 
costs when they have personal insurances rising out of control. Now is the time to consider an escape plan. Time for town centres and suburbs 
started moving to higher ground. Buller needs to act now instead of sinking money into transitory defence mechanisms.  
Gouging of rivers for gravel resource, especially large boulders, is destroying natural fabric of rivers and forested riparian margins, introducing 
weeds and affecting the ability for rivers to create bars and sediment drift in the near shore. GNS Science identified that more gravel is being 
extracted from our rivers than renourishment can keep up with and that extraction is unlikely to be accurately accounted for.  
Financial Strategy 
Council has moved the “General Rate not to exceed % of total income” set limit from 35% in prior years to 50% during the term of this Long-Term 
Pan. Think a 15% percentage rise is too much. I think 40% should be a ceiling for a general rate. 

2 David Bishop Westport Flood Protection 
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Disheartening to see the recent flooding, much of which could have been prevents if a number of measures been put into effect over the 
preceeding 5 years – refer to the Westport 2100 initiative. Disappointing the 2017 Consultation gave no clear majority to any one way forward. 
Submitters to that process commented on the ‘gravel plug’ upstream, from the dredged port area, needed to be removed to ensure flood waters 
and gravel could get easily exit to the sea. Land River Sea consultancy countered saying dredging would do little for flood mitigation, and is now 
clear to many that this has been a significant factor in the recent flooding.  
 
Support Option 1 – the development of partial stopbanks and floodwall scheme. Coupled to this is: 
- The removal of the gravel plug from the port upstream to Organs Island 
- Using this gravel material to create stopbanks 
- Enlisting use of a mechanical dredge (not a suction dredge) to shift Buller River bar material 
- On-going gravel removal from the big bend (opposite the Buller Gorge Rd / Coast Rd intersection 
- Removal of bank vegetation (e.g. williows) on the Orowaiti Overflow, and creating a bundered top bank.  

3 Buller District Council 
(Sharon Mason) 

Westport Flood Protection 
- Support the intent to better protect the existing assets of Westport against a 1% AEP flood event and to work constructively with WCRC to 

achieve an optimal outcome. 
- Agree that doing nothing is not an option 
- Do not support proceeding with Option 1 or Option 2 as presented in the consultation document.  
- Agree to WCRC carrying out in 2021/22 financial year flood modelling review, design and survey works or partial stopbanks and floodwall scheme 

to form part of a flood management solution package. 
- Request that, rather than carrying the above work specifically on Option 1 as presented in the consultation document, WCRC and BDC and the 

community work together on a flood management solution package that provides an optimal outcome for Westport, with consideration of both 
physical defences and adaptation options designed in conjunction with each other to give the best long-term outcome for the Westport 
community.  

- Request that WCRC ensure the total cost of constructing flood defences, including ancillary costs necessary to enable the construction, are well 
estimated and understood before an option is committed to.  

 
[refer full submission for additional detail]  

4 Donna & John Stewart 
Wanganui  

Wanganui Rating District – infrastructure upgrade 
Regarding the Harihari river scheme on the Wanganui river this proposal to spend $5,700,000 is too expensive and doesnt have any detail of work 
proposed other than to say they are going to lift the bank by a metre. No plans on intended rock placement. We have already paid to place rock 
along all of our frontage and also to lift bank. No detail into payment of this loan. If you divide $5,700,000 by 30 years it comes out at $190000, plus 
interest at 2 percent is $114,000, plus staff costs and insurance $45,000 plus $50,000 for maintenance, so our HH scheme rate bill is going to go 
from $100,000 to $400,000. Plus we have increases in our general rate and the Regional Council rate. No one knows what the further will bring 
regarding interest rates going up or the dairy payment going down to $4 per KG OF MILK SOLIDS. This proposal could bankrupt farmers. We are 
against this proposal and wish to stay as status quo. With regards to the Taramakau Settlement River scheme I was involved in the meetings etc 
when this scheme was mooted in the late 70s. Ian McCloud did the classification of Settlement and every farmer agreed to adopt his report but 
when it came to the A B C ETC BOUNDARY LINES the contour that Ian had drawn on the map was over ridden by straight lines. In this day of 
technology it is very easy to access the area even it is a contour and Im asking that this matter be put right and Ian’s contour lines are followed 
when it comes to determining the rates. The Regional council is advocating that the Taramakau Settlement Rating Scheme has a buffer of $500,000 
but soon after this stopbbank and rock work was completed, the Govt stopped all river works subsidies. The Settlements seven farmers have over 
the last thirty odd years maintained this bank to the present high standard it is in today. The extra money you seek to store away in a buffer 
account is much better to stay in the farmers pockets who will ensure that the bank is maintained in its present condition. At present we have a 
stock pile of good rock, easy to access if an emergency arises. 

5 Warren French 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 – suggest try pricing out a higher excess to keep costs down. Has this been explored? 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
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Option 1 – good suggestion 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 – WCRC and BDC should be lobbying Govt for fund to fully protect the town of Westport against a 1%AEP. Westport Ratepayers should 
pay their share also. Value in/of town will reduce if the town is not fully protected. Make room for the river. Holland does – check their model.  

6 West-Trak Equipment Ltd, South 
Peak Homes Ltd 
(Warren French) 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 – suggest try pricing out a higher excess to see if it keep costs down. Has this been explored? 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 – good suggestion 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 – maximum investment needed to protect the value of Westport 
Other feedback 
Some of us have significant investments in Westport and we would like to see these protected from the Buller River and our people kept safe. It 
was only Gods goodness that no lives were lost in recent flood event. Safety of our people should be paramount.  

7 LB & ME Molloy Family Trust 
(Lindsay Molloy) 
Hari Hari 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – those with the highest classification are unfairly subsidising the rest of the community 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 – engineering cost should the aforementioned on a cost basis to each job 
Wanganui Rating District – upgrade 
Option 2 – RD has existed in present form for 40 years. Has been one of most successful hence the bank balance. The RD cannot afford an 
upgraded scheme as proposed without some Govt input such as given to Westport, Greymouth, Hokitika and Franz. We are just as important.  
Hokitika Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 

8 Alan Davidson 
Hokitika 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 – important that those who need a workplace, should help pay to protect it – the mere fact that one does not live where one works 
should be no reason to help protect ones workplace 
Hokitika Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 

9 Grant Weston 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Other - quarterly 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – should come from general rates 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 – should come from general rates 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Both options are not workable. Need other input – NZTA, BDC, Central Govt.  

10 Andrew Green 
Dobson 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 – as costs are going up heaps seems a good idea to spread payments.  
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1  
Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 2 – with the floodwall being raised it will have an impact on those upstream from the bridge. It would be an insult to charge them for that 
privilege. 
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Other feedback 
Many homeowners in the Greymouth Option 1 change would pay more in rates than those within the present boundary. With the raising of the 
wall any significant event would be more inclined to flood their homes or cause major inconvenience. Many gain no advantage from the wall. The 
ratepayers from Moana – Blackball – Ngahere and south again as much as Runanga – Dobson – Kaiata and Taylorville.  

11 
 
 
 
12 
 
 
13 
 
 
14 
 
 
15 
 
 
16 
 
 
17 
 
 
18 
 

MP & ST Dellaca Trust 
(Murray Dellaca) 
Wesport 
 
Westport Advantage LTD 
Murray Dellaca 
 
Westport Advantage Ltd 
Westport  
 
Sharron Dellaca 
Westport  
 
Sharron Dellaca 
Westport 
 
Sharron Dellaca 
Westport 
 
Sharron Dellaca 
Westport 
 
Sharron Dellaca 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Do not agree that either is suitable but option 2 is the best of the two options. If we are to spend money on flood protection it must be fit for 
purpose. Option 1 – offers no protection to Westport from the Orowaiti. A considerable amount of flooding in the July flood came from the 
Orowaiti. Option 2 – the flood wall would need to be big enough to cater for future global warming but this is the better of the two options.  
If the stopbank in Option 1 extended across to German Terrace (or was left with a smaller overflow into the Orowaiti) that would stop the Orowaiti 
from flooding into Westport but increase the water flow in the Buller River. Why not do this and build the Buller River flood wall higher? This would 
be a cheaper option than option 2.  
Other feedback 
The Westport Flood Protection Rate District includes a lot of properties that receive no benefit from flood protection. These properties are on the 
high terrace land outside of the Westport urban town and are way above any flood risk. Why are these properties included while other properties 
(that also receive no benefit) but may only be across the road are not included in the rate district. It should be those properties that receive 
protection or all rateable properties in the Buller District.  

19 Graham Howard 
Westport 

Westport Rating District – flood protection options 
From the LTP and other information published the only type of flood protection considered is a floodwall which would appear to be ill-considered 
and costed by “guesstimate”. Ratepayers not being provided anywhere near the true cost of what will be paying, nor has Council any idea of true 
cost. Query why other options have not been fully investigated and reported on. These options would include: 
- Full time dredging (24 hours a day) with the tailings to be conveyed to land. Lower the bottom and you lower the top. Selling and freighting 

gravel out of the district – what investigation has Council undertaken to establish what sale there is for gravel? 
- Lowering the “extension” to the Eastern breakwater wall on the Buller River to allow excess water at flood times to flow over the wall and 

escape quicker from the river – reduce backing up causing flooding back up the river 
- Putting a “dish drain” in the Orowaiti River at Snodgrasses bend to the sea  to allow excess flow at flood times to escape and back up and flood. 
Are sure other options would be put forward if consulted with ratepayers.  
Ask that above points are considered and put out a full total cost of all options and rate impact not just a low “guesstimate” that does not include 
all costs or the true cost to the ratepayer. 
Thank you for reading this submission and trust we will see some down to earth, common sense, factual decisions come out of deliberations. 

20 Pat Bradley  
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 – Lesser amounts to pay would be easier for many households. 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 – support the plan to protect Westport and Carters Beach urban areas 

21 Terry Archer  
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
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Option 1 - I consider that the benefitting parties should meet all the costs including insurance costs 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 - Consider that the benefitting parties should meet all the costs including engineering costs. I do however note that any new possible 
rating district proposed to be set up then these costs should be met by the general ratepayer as there is no specific mechanism for meeting such 
costs other than through an established rating district. 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - With the recent Westport flooding of July 2021 fresh in everyone's mind, further consultation on flood protection is very timely. Of 
particular concern to me is that Option 1 will require all Westport ratepayers to pay for the 'Partial stopbanks and flood wall scheme' which will 
only provide protection for half the town ie the western side of Westport. It is well established that there are numerous water entry points during a 
major flood in Westport and the recent flood waters entered the town from both the Buller River and the Orowaiti river. Unfortunately Option 1 
does not provide for any level of protection from inundation to the eastern side of the town at all and yet ratepayers in the whole town will be 
expected to pay for inundation protection from water entry points from the true right bank of the Buller river only. In my view, it is totally 
unacceptable and unfair to be expected to pay a rate for river inundation protection when properties to the eastern side of the town have been 
equally flooded.  
Of further concern, is that if Option 1 is the preferred consultation choice, then it is highly likely that the eastern side half of Westport which will 
have absolutely no protection, will be likely to be targeted by insurance companies as not being covered for insurance purposes. 

22 Jim Walter Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - flood walls will help but all the drains to the river would need shut off devices fitted to stop water coming back up the drains which 
happens where I live. This would then require pumps to be installed to deal with surface water. 
Other feedback 
Have previously written the Westport News regarding a possible solution to ease the flooding and would like to inform Council of my observations 
over the last 60 years.  

23 Shane Gordon 
Hokitika Southside 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 - There is risk of a significant financial burden being placed onto the Southside Rating district's annual insurance costs depending on 
whether the Southside district is expanded or not. Critically it's not clear whether both Transit New Zealand and Westland Milk Products will still be 
contractually obliged to cover 75% of the capital and maintenance costs of the Southside rating district if the boundary is expanded. As a way of 
mitigating that risk where possible I'm recommending option 2 should be the preferred option for the Southside rating district until accurate 
forecasts can be calculated and reviewed. My interpretation of the changes are that the Southside rating district will take on the protection of more 
river boundary exposure and assets that require insurance cover, will take on the additional insurance loading of a user pays insurance and will 
likely loose 75% rating district funding that comes from transit@ 50% and WMP @ 25%.. 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 - There is risk of a significant financial burden being placed onto the Southside Rating district's annual costs depending on whether the 
Southside district is expanded or not. Critically it's not clear whether both Transit New Zealand and Westland Milk Products will still be contractually 
obliged to cover 75% of the capital and maintenance costs of the Southside rating district if the boundary is expanded. As a way of mitigating that 
risk where possible I'm recommending option 2 should be the preferred option for the Southside rating district until accurate forecasts can be 
calculated and reviewed. My interpretation of the changes are that the Southside rating district will take on the protection of more river boundary 
exposure and assets that require engineering services, will take on the additional engineering loading of a user pays insurance and will likely loose 
75% of the rating district funding that comes from Transit New Zealand and Westland Milk Products. 
Hokitika Southside – boundary extension 
Option 2 - As noted in the Draft Hokitika Southside Asset Management Plan there is a long history to the Hokitika Southside Rating District and the 
river protection works that are now in place. The noted background is a good account of the timelines but very much excludes the personal 
sacrifices that many of the original residents gave to their fight for justice. The result is a rating district that has 75% of it's Capital and Maintenance 
costs covered by non ratepaying stakeholders. Any activity that jeopardizes this unique and fortunate status quo needs to be critically evaluated in 
the interests of the Southside Rating District ratepayers. It would be a huge disservice to not take the unique circumstances into account before 
charging into an expansion of the rating district. I'm more than happy to discuss alternative options. Formal confirmation that the boundary 
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expansion will not affecting the 75% contributions from Transit New Zealand (50%) and Westland Milk Products (25%) would of course change my 
position on this proposal. 

24 Genevieve Robinson 
 
 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 

25 Maui and Hector’s Dolphin 
Defenders NZ Inc 
(Genevieve Robinson) 

Other feedback 
Although the Maui is located only off the West Coast of the North Island, the Hector’s dolphin is found in almost all coastal waters off the coast of 
the South Island. The West Coast region of the south, includes a number of sub-populations of the Hector’s, with a total of more than 3,000. 
Okarito is a hot spot. Due to unfortunate and unavoidable bycatch in recreational and commercial fishing gear, these dolphins are facing extinction. 
We encourage the Council to consider the plight of Hector’s dolphins, not just Maui.  
Recommendations:  
- Ensure the Long-term Plan and associated planning includes protecting coastal water out to 12 nautical miles. This areas is not protected well, if 

at all, from fisheries.  
- That Council work with Maui and Hector’s Dolphin Defenders NZ Inc., to implement protections in the Regional Coastal Area.  
- That additional funds be allocated within the Long Term plan to include Coastal Plan changes if required. We do know that this can be in excess 

of $300,000.  
We support the Council in its leadership role, and in doing so, we also remind it of its duties under the NZCPS in implementing these protections for 
endangered species in its coastal waters.  
 
[refer full submission for further detail] 

26 Charles Bruning 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 – doesn’t matter because you have the option to make payments to suit your budget 
Infrastructure insurance cover 
Out of these two options, I thought option 2 was my preference. Then I thought why should those living in the flood-protected area only pay 
insurance for protecting the town amenities and infrastructure. When these town parks, theatres, libraries, and sports centres are put in place and 
paid for by all ratepayers in our district. We cant be seen putting up signs saying in case of flooding those that pay flood protection insurance only 
may use our parks, theatres, libraries and public amenities in our town. 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 -  
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - As guardians of our land, we are only on this earth for a very short time. No matter what we do it won't last forever. What we have got 
to do now, is decide who should pay for it. History of Westport has seen Maori and Polynesian settlements formed at the mouth of the Buller River 
despite the impact of flooding. Despite the regular occurrence of natural disasters Westport has been rebuilt and patched up because New Zealand 
Governments of the day wanted its natural resources of gold, timber, coal, and cement to build a growing country. Now that the present New 
Zealand Government no longer wants our natural resources and would rather import these resources from other parts of the world. It now asking 
the West Coast Regional Council to charge the Rate Payers of Westport for putting up floodwall protection, without giving us the means of making 
a living or of ever being able to pay for it. Today 86% of our land on the West Coast is closed to Conservation and Stewardship use, Leaving 14% of 
the land for West Coasters to make a living, and pay rates to build the infrastructure needed to house the millions of tourists waiting to return to 
New Zealand. As guardians of our land and given we didn't put Westport where it is in the first place. I think it is only fair that the team of five 
million assist us in securing our present town from the ravages of climate change, while we look to planning a new town on the higher ground close 
by. 
 
[refer submission for further detail] 
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27 Michael Sexton 
Greymouth 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 - Increasing the number of instalments will ease the financial impact but adding January between the existing October and April dates will 
impact households when finances have been hit with Christmas and holiday spending. It would be better to have the instalments 4 months apart, 
say November, March and July to avoid this period of financial stress and spread the payments over 12 months instead of 6 months which your 
option is proposing. 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 - A wider rating district will ease the financial impact of the proposed changes but will also mean that Council will need to ensure that the 
services remain equitable. 

28 Geoff Volckman 
Karamea 

Changing our rating instalments 
Either is acceptable 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 - Our farm is involved in the Kongahu Rating scheme. As this scheme is to drain an area of land, so is in place to maintain drains. It is my 
opinion any weather event will not cause any damage to any great extent. I believe rating districts should have an option whether to insure or not. 
being minimal 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 - Although Rating schemes primarily benefit the participants in a lot of cases there is also a financial benefit to the region. For this reason I 
believe there should be a contribution from general rates and more than 30% 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Although our property will not be involved in the Westport rating scheme we are in the area serviced by this town and as per my opinion regards 
general rate input to other rating schemes it may be considered that the area serviced by Westport is rated on a classification type benefit basis. 
Other feedback 
- I think the prudent reserve target for the Kongahu Rating Scheme set at $50000, I believe this is too high as all the work has been done and any 

future costs are to maintain the drains with any unexpected costs. 
My quick estimate of how these changes will increase our rate cost will be between $5000 to $6000 and more to come in the next two years. I 
realize central government is loading more regulatory requirements on council at considerable cost. I believe there should be a significant 
contribution from central government to compensate West Coast Councils to do this monitoring due to the large percentage of land in 
Government control and therefore not able to be rated. 

29 Dave Stone 
Reefton / Millerton 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 – if this meets a general need it’s a good plan 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – think some of the insurance burden should be borne in the general rate 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 - I take the view that the West Coast Region as a whole needs to fund a significant portion of the engineering and other services provided 
by the Council. Our whole region is likely to be increasingly subject to flood events and whether we are in or out of individual rating districts there 
should be a general rate that ensures the Council can retain a core of skilled staff. 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - It is evident that had this scheme (Option 2) been in place Westport would have come through what has been deemed a 1 in 60 year 
flood event in reasonable shape. In my view, years of indecision by the Buller District Council has been a major factor. In my view as an engineer 
the scheme is very constructable and it is not something requires more delay and money spent on consultants. Like the probability of an AF8 
earthquake, a Buller River flood event of the magnitude experienced was very predictable and it will occur again. The costs of doing nothing in the 
face of natural disasters is greater than doing something towards preparation for them. The preparation will never be perfect but it will be time and 
money well spent. 
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Although we do not live in the proposed rating district I take the view that a wider catchment of ratepayers, those that rely on Westport as a key 
service centre, should be assisting with the proposed special rating perhaps at a differential rate. After all if Westport suffers severe damage it is a 
much wider district that is affected than just the immediate property owners within the potential flood zone. 

30 Robin Ord 
Mokihinui 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 – less admin = less expenditure 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – believe that most but not all costs should relate to the rating district 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 - believe that engineering should rely less on admin & more on funding experts 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 – pund wise penny foolish. Believe this option will prove itself shortly 
Other feedback 
It would be useful for Council to look at specific consequences of global warming along the narrow Granity corridor and arrange consultation. 

31 Latham Martin 
Hokitika / Kaniere 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Hokitika Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 - I don't believe the map includes all of the properties in Hokitika that benefit directly or indirectly from the rating district. We own two 
properties in Hokitika, one at Kaniere and one at Brickfield. I believe both should be rated and contribute to the rating district. For example Alpine 
View and Racecourse Terraces are included, but Brickfield is not. This does not seem fair considering they are all elevated properties. A better map 
would be the Hokitika Community Map that the Westland District Council use, with differentials based on proximity to services or perceived direct 
or indirect benefit. 
Other feedback 
I believe the West Coast Regional Council should grant fund the Enviroschools programme on the West Coast matched dollar for dollar for the 
grants that the District Councils provide. It is an anomaly that the Regional Council does not support this important programme. I am happy to pay 
more rates for an increased level of service for my community. 

32 Paul Stevenson 
Greymouth / Taramakau 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 - Will there be an extra admin cost to the council if this changes to 3 payments/year?  Will the cashflow benefit to the council be enough 
to offset this? 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Neither - I don't think it should be underestimated how much these schemes benefit the wider Rate paying district.  The Taramakau stopbank that 
we are concerned with protects our business and we have significant costs to the business for this protection. The wider community benefit 
substantially by the cashflow our business generates back into this wider community eg employment, dairy factory, goods and services. Any capital 
work becomes the increasing asset of the Regional council but it is paid for by the members of the stopbank committee. The insurance premium is 
unaffordable if this is pushed onto the rating committee. Looking at the history of the stopbank and the major events that have impacted it, the 
insurance has only been used minimally over the lifespan of the stopbank and the cost to our business wouldn't be financially acceptable.  We 
would be better off covering the cost of any damage that exceeds the generally rating strike if the need arrives and this is how we have successfully 
done this in the past. 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 - Your document talks about user pays, yet when it comes to engineering and cost recovery management, it seems to be moving away 
from that to a generic pay system. I think we would be disadvantaged from going away from the user pays system as we are one of the larger 
valued assets and have a relatively sound structure under the proposed system we may be paying for engineering services we are not using. I was 
disappointed to hear that council was not recovering the full costs as I was under the impression we were paying the full cost of the engineers 
services and our committee works hard on minimizing these costs. 

33 Murray Stewart Changing our rating instalments 
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Taramakau Settlement 
 
 

Option 2 - As long as it doesn't land on the same month as the district rates. 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
A waste of time, We are better to spend our money keeping the bank up to standard where it will contain the desired flood levels. 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Under user pays the council will need to be able to record all time spent on all rating districts. (When we get machinery fixed we don't charged an 
average bill.) 
Other feedback 
- Financial reserves for the Taramaku Rating District do not take into account Rock Stockpiles already paid for, and ready access to rock should it 

be needed in an emergency. It is better to be able to fix a problem before it gets to big rather than have money sitting in a bank account.  
- Also it is better to have the bank and associated works up to standard, and having a contractor who can start at short notice rather than go 

through the tender process every time work needs to be done. 
- Insurance system with an excess of $600K for a flood event is fairly unlikely that we would be getting much help from an insurance payout. It 

would be better to make sure that the structures are up to the design standards. 
- Why are the council talking of a 50 year flood level when it should be the cumec level for the structure. 
- What is proposed for the Taramakau District is the rate of $74,196 rate before any work is done where in recent years we have had a $60,000 

rate and getting work done, to get work done you are expecting a rate of $140,000 coming from seven properties with six owners and two of 
those owners paying 50% of the costs. In this case we might as well not have a rating district. 

Dairy inspection fees going to $600 is a very high charge out rate for somebody on site for 45 minutes, have the council looked at contracting this 
service out? 

34 Bevan Chignell 
 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 1 
Other feedback 
Financial strategy 
Raising rates by 50% over 3 years and then each year adding another potential 5% increase yearly plus another 50% increase for the TTPP is just 
despicable. People are struggling on the coast especially those who work for minimum wage or close to it including many of the essential workers 
and to raise rates in this way when your consultants, engineers, executives and bloated bureaucracy etc. bleed ratepayers dry with their grossly 
overinflated salaries is outrageous. 
Three Waters 
You need to review the Three Waters proposal--as a rural property owner providing my own water supply as well as sewage treatment it is grossly 
unfair that I should be landed with the inevitable increase in rates that will come with unwieldy central government bureaucracy and interference 
in a local matter. Small communities such as Inangahua and Punakaiki would be better served with their own water tanks just like any other rural 
property--and it's a great deal cheaper. The Northland councils have rejected the Three Waters proposal and you need to at least review and 
scrutinize more carefully the government's proposal and keep water control local. 

35 Carissa du Plessis 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 – gives ratepayers options 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - I support Option 2 as it provides a higher level of flood protection. The development of an extensive stopbank and flood wall scheme will 
provide protection to existing development and infrastructure. It is understood that further information will become available once survey and 
design works are undertaken in the 2021/22 financial year. 

36 Shaun du Plessis 
Westport 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - I support Option 2 as it provides a greater level of protection to Westport.  It is acknowledged that further details will be made available 
once survey and design works are undertaken. 
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37 Jack Collin 
Westport 
 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Neither - Option 1; Gives no protection from Orowaiti River. Option 2; Why a Bund area around Carters Beach when a stopbank at end of branch of 
Martins creek which runs towards Carters Beach. Why a Stopbank around the Kawatiri River Trail. The flood protection makes no mention of the 
shingle build up in the Buller River. For the Orowaitii River a diversion channel at the turn in the river could take the flood flow away. 

38 Kevin Smith 
Westport 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Neither - I have been listening to what the older generation have been saying and tend to agree with them. It is the rivers that are the problem and 
by ring fencing the town we are not dealing with the issue. The question is not how do we stop flooding within the township. The question is more 
about the overall situation and how do we get the water from the catchment to the sea more efficiently and safely. The overflow and Orowaiti have 
been used in every major flooding event since 1868. It is the bypassing of the flood waters that is key, it will control the level in the Buller. The 
problem at the moment is that the Buller and Orowaiti rivers both have issues. Both Options have no real provision for dealing with the rivers, apart 
from reinforcing the bank in places.  
- The Buller is starting to meander and is chewing into the banks in places along with depositing shingle on the inside of the corners. The shingle 

build-up is raising the bed. This will continue until addressed and actioned.  
- The overflow and Orowaiti have many issues. There is no defined channel and the floodwaters can race across cleared farmland. The railway 

lines and bridges are obstacles that back the water up and slow it down. Downstream of Stephen Rd is a mess, the Orowaiti is silted up and Cats 
Creek needs re-routing away from the housing areas. The Orowaiti Bridge is only half channel and then the river has to turn in that shallow 
estuary area. Once again the Option here is far from ideal. It is the river that needs treatment, the town can be protected as part of that effort.  

- Neither Option addresses the transport routes that are problematic at the moment. The Buller Bridge, Orowaiti Bridge and airport, probably also 
the railway now, all need to be considered. The raising of the Buller to stop-bank and flood-wall level will cause problems in those areas as well 
as the roads even. 

We should be learning from the experience of the flood last month. With all the photos and survey readings taken there should be a clear picture 
of what happened and where the problem areas really are. I am concerned about the haste and would prefer a rethink taking the last flood into 
consideration. Now is the time to be making informed decisions, we are dealing with too much of the ratepayers' money to be rushing into things. I 
will be asked to pay many thousands of dollars here for something that is of very limited benefit to me, personally. The ratepayers outside of the 
ring fence will have strong views, especially if they are paying top dollar and are still seeing their farms or property being threatened. I think the 
answer lies with providing a safe and efficient overflow, a river diversion scheme and out the Orowaiti. 
Other feedback 
My father is 90 years old and has lived in Westport and the Buller. Almost all the time. He lived in Snodgrass as a young man. He was also involved 
in a dangerous rescue in the 1970 flood, almost a loss of life situation. He is wise and not impaired, apart from deafness. He should be speaking at 
the hearing but with it being in Greymouth he maybe can't commit. I would like him to speak after my turn if he is up to it. 

39 Peter O’Toole 
Westport 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 - Comprehensive stop banks and flood walls for the whole of Westport.  
It is common knowledge that construction costs will only increase as time goes by. Option 2 may be the more costly option, however delaying this 
option now will only increase costs for comprehensive stop banks which are required to protect the whole town of Westport further down the 
track and this will create a larger / further burden to the ratepayers in the district. 
Protection is needed for both the Buller River and the Orowaiti River, especially as the majority of the flood water and damage to the town in the 
July 2021 floods came from the Orowaiti river. 
If a proposal was put to Central Government they should be willing to contribute to the costs as the flood walls and stop banks will be protecting 
Government infrastructure such as schools, hospitals etc. 
Repayment plans for flood protection should be reviewed and made over the expected lifetime of the flood wall eg. 50 - 70 years not the 25 years 
as proposed.  
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If Council wants Westport and the West Coast to progress in the future then they need to look to protect all of the residents, houses, businesses 
and community facilities. If proper flood protection is not created, insurance on housing and other buildings is going to be non-existent or simply 
unaffordable for many home and building owners. What will be the appeal for anyone to buy a house or move to Westport if they cannot obtain 
insurance or be unable to afford the premiums and excesses. I moved my family back to Westport under 3 years ago to enjoy the slower pace of 
life. We built a brand new house less than 2 years ago which has now been totally inundated. It will now be registered on the LIM that our house 
sits on a flood prone area, probably decreasing the value of both the house and the land and will also have a significant effect on our future 
insurance dealings and for anyone who may purchase the house in the future should we wish to sell. 
I would much rather pay a bit more in my rates for the protection than to have to deal with a flood damaged property and upheaval of life due to 
having to move out of our home for what may be 6 months to a year whilst it is being repaired. 
With a forward thinking, can-do attitude we should be more than capable of achieving this as it ticks the boxes of a shovel ready project. 

40 Nicki Singleton 
Westport 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Neither - Reasons for objecting to both Option 1 and 2: 
- Official paper work arriving in our mailbox in Westport on Wednesday 1st September, 2021 (our mail has not been stopped due to Covid 19 so 

this is not an excuse), This means that we have not been provided with the Statutory and Official notification required. One week is not enough, 
especially when in Covid Level 3/4. 

- No specifications or proposed diagrams of what the flood wall etc will look like. You have these already, or are you asking for money to spend 
where ever you want. It has been noted in a report in the newspaper by one of your advisors that these exist. This is our town, we need to have 
complete say on what it looks like, discuss what options we have. Show us the proposed plans. You do have them. 

- Flood management is part of what we have been paying for with our WCRC rates during our time in Westport yet we have seen nothing of this. 
You do have the flood warning system which gave up on Te Kuha later in the flooding. The systems on the Orawaiti are blocked and not been 
cleared which I believe is your responsibility. 

- No allowance for stormwater as much of the flooding in our area was caused by storm water filling up from the Orawati river. If Option 2 were to 
happen, we would have the same problem flooding yet no way for the water to disappear. Providing an excellent duck pond for duck shooters 
during the duck shooting season.  

- None of your data is related to the flooding issues that we suffered in the last 5 years. Please look at the data that is available now. It is there as 
you have used this in media releases. 

- No community consultation before this submission, excusing Covid 19 and flooding this should have happened about 2 months ago, so people 
could view, discuss and be well informed. 

- There is no maximum figure of costs for either Option A and B. That is like giving a Visa card to a Gamer or Gambler and say go for it, as we the 
ratepayers are paying, I am unhappy with this. As there is a very small ratepayer base this should be important. 

- Timing is everything. Yes we have suffered flood damage, which is important to deal with but there needs to be time to find out what are the 
main concern.In our area, storm water is the major issue (our flood damage and that of our neighbours, was caused purely from Storm water 
coming from the Orawaiti up our stormwater and entering our property through the stormwater grate. This then flooded at least 4 other 
properties. By our grate there would have been at least a metre of water with a very strong push.We took photographic evidence to show the 
council, now is not the time. They have acknowledged these issues (I have bought this issue and evidence to the council in the early stages 
explaining that now was not the time, but I will be continuing). We need to recoup and look at these things with a clear impartial mind which you 
are not doing. You are hitting while everyone is stressed and wonâ€™t either vote or emotions will get in the way. 

- We are not opposed to flood management, but your proposals are not about our community but throwing money at something you have failed 
to do in the years we have lived here. They are not fit for our purpose but purely your own. 

None of your options seem to allow for Climate Change. Although this is a trendy term at the moment, it is real. Science shows that our seas are 
rising around the world and New Zealand, in fact the West Coast is not immune to the changes in both weather patterns and coastal erosion/ sea 
level changes. We need to be prepared this and at present this does not seem to be included in any options. 

41 Ian Mulholland 
Northern Buller 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 - Do not over burden rural ratepayers in Seddonville/ Mokihinui with infrastructure costs/ facilities for Westport (urban) 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 1 - Please work closely with BDC to ensure that any new buildings/structures are built in suitable, non flood prone areas, ideally not on 1st 
class horticultural/ farming soils (subdivisions on our quality soils undermine our ability to produce food). And that all buildings are elevated 
suitably. The biggest fault with option 2, which I do not support, is that if there is  breach anywhere in the stop bank/ wall then you will essentially 
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be creating a large lake in which the residents of Westport and all homes/ facilities will be submerged. In my view the Council should work with 
central government and local councils to identify those areas, dwellings and people at risk of future flooding events, plan (liaising with BDC, Civil 
Defence etc) to ensure that new housing in at-risk areas is reduced to a minimum and developing an assisted relocation scheme where necessary. 
Other feedback 
- I am disappointed that WCRC has failed to include in the WCRC draft Long Term Plan 2021/31 a clear message/commitment to truly sustainable 

integrated management. 
- Key environmental Strategies and Policies are missing from this draft LTP. I feel that council has ignored what I detailed in my previous 

submission to council... lodged during the last round of LTP consultation (WCRC draft LTP 2018/28). LTP's are supposed to reflect community 
aspirations and wishes, set policy direction, as well as budgetary requirements.  

- Where is the councils VISION (for a healthy environment, strong biosecurity, protection of indigenous biodiversity, protection of Heritage trees, 
protection of our hard working farmers and their access to key markets and premiums?  A sound environment means a excellent environment in 
which people/ communities can work, play, raise their families (and means safe habitat for native birds). 

- It is disappointing that WCRC has put so much emphasis (in this  consultation document) on rating districts, rating installments, insurance cover, 
engineering costs etc. and  failed to address the bigger picture- ie. the environment/ecosystem services that sustains and underpins all primary 
production.  Our economy, all primary production (forestry, farming, horticulture, apiculture, etc) is supported/ underpinned by valuable 
ecosystem services.  I want to see water quality in various catchments improve (too often water quality is degraded once it leaves the mountains 
and passes through farmland). WCRC needs to not only be in compliance with central government directives for water quality goals but do more 
in the areas of the Coast that have significant pollution. There are too many places where it is a risk to the public health (like at Rapahoe) to 
swim.   Further, I would like to see our beautiful unique rivers like the Waitaha protected from inappropriate industrial development/ hydro 
schemes. 

Biosecurity 
I would like to see council address a significant gap in the LTP and the Regional Plan and prioritize creation of a robust Biosecurity strategy, keeping 
any outdoor GE/GMO experiments/ field trials, releases out of the Region, prioritizing preventing or minimizing incursions of any unwanted new 
organisms, including GMOs). Protection of finite resources like our first class horticultural soils and improving water quality (in our waterways) is 
paramount. 
Climate change 
 I thank council for beginning to prioritize addressing the risks of climate change and ask that council do everything it can to help reduce adverse 
impacts of climate change. In my view, WCRC should oppose any new coal mines on public conservation land, including but not limited to the 
controversial and inappropriate proposal by Stevenson Mining for a huge new open cast coal mine on Te Kuha above Westport. Please prioritize 
protection of indigenous biodiversity (including on ecologically significant public conservation land on Te Kuha and in the Westport Water 
Conservation Reserve), Outstanding Landscapes (like Te Kuha, which adjoins the Lower Buller Gorge Scenic Reserve and the Paparoa Range to the 
south), and indigenous biodiversity (robust, ground based feral control). I do not support aerial 1080 poison drops by do have significant by-kill of 
endangered species like kea- this is unacceptable. 

42 Neville Higgs 
Greymouth  

Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 - The recovery of technical time should be full recovery with an appropriate cost recovery multiplier probably in the order of 2 to 2.5 
Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
I believe that if it is considered that the reason for rating a larger area than that directly protected by flood protection works is that a larger area 
benefits by having the facilities that are in the protected area, then, all the people that benefit from having the protected area protected should be 
rated. Neither of the two extended areas proposed cover all the people that benefit from Greymouth being protected. For example people in 
Ngahere get similar benefit from Greymouth being protected as those in Dodson and those in Dobson get similar benefit to those in Rutherglen. 
Either only those directly protected by the protection works should be rated for the work or all of the Grey District should be rated. 
Other feedback 
If the VCS income is included in the User fees and charges of the Revenue graph in the Summary of Council's budget it would seem that the return 
is not what it should be for a commercial operation. 

43 Paul Finlay 
 

Other feedback 
Grey River Floodwall 
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WCRC may take over the floodwall. Noted that the top wall panels are cantilevered with a silicone sealant to prevent flood intrusion. In a 
substantial earthquake the sealants could be S wave shaken, misaligned, and the panels could also be damaged and toppled. Large flood could 
make Greymouth a lake again.  
Recommend: 
- set aside a yearly sum for immediate repair of such 
- support dredging of the bar by Ports Greymouth to lower a flood in such circumstances 
Westport 
Plan for Westport to be presented at hearing.  
Hold open all of the following – dredging of the lower Buller River by Kawatiri dredge. Support such with BDC. Permit a certain level overflow 
channel to the Orowaiti River. Research on the tributaries of the Buller and potential tributary flood control on each. There is a narrow (width) 
constriction on the Buller River below the lagoon for the fishing boats. Therefore, as with the Grey River (Cobden side overflow channel), 
construction of a parallel overflow channel on the south west side of the Buller River to lower the flood in Westport town – approx. length 1200m. 
Support the subdivision in the long term plan for a new Westport on the highest terraces between the junction of SH6 and SH67. Support a new 
subdivision with showing on the long term plan for approx. 1km inland of the present Carter’s Beach. Possibly also similar towards Cape Foulwind, 
or further inland.  
Hokitika River 
Severe bedload siltation occurred raising the bed considerably, and apparently withholding the transfer of sand from the river itself to the north of 
Hokitika. Dump truck with excavator and transfer of sand is a possible engineering solution.  
Tsunami threat – Tasman Sea 
Historical accounts and other research indicate tsunami threat from Tasman Sea 
Recommend: 
- That the 5mH and 8mH lines be shown along the West Coast Tasman Sea Coast on the long term plan.  
Alpine Fault Seismic Event 
All staff of Council, Civil Defence and Grey base hospital and essential works post seismic event are of little asset benefit indeed a liability with 
damage to their own homes.  
Recommend: 
- That WCRC support the course which is now available 
West Coast Civil Defence Teams 
Support the build-up and back-up for street and community cells 
Buller River – Te Kuha Hydrological station 
Support closer liaison with NIWA and WCRC staff in research 
That potential subdivision sites be located on the Long-term plan for the West Coast 
Suggestion – South side of Seven Mile Creek, towards the 12 Apostle Range  
Franz Josef 
Relocation and new bridge over the terminal moraine to south bank of Waiho River. Support. 

44 Wayne Moen 
Saltwater Creek / New River 

Changing our rating instalments 
Essential Councillors are aware of the inability of community to absorb ever increasing demands on ratepayers for costs to service the Council and 
its various functions. More equitable and palatable method – three payments over a 12 month period – February, June and October. Alleviate 
hardship around Christmas and other heavy financial-commitment periods.  
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – Agreed that each rating district should bear the majority of costs associated with the insurance of their asset. However, some benefit is 
derived from the General ratepayer and a small contribution is considered fair.  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Other - Cost of servicing rating district should be recoverable from each rating district however the existence of these works benefit the greater 
West Coast population and a small general ratepayer contribution could be made. The supplied table does not reflect nor support the statement 
“that the fixed fee is recovered on a pro-rated amount based on the flood and erosion protection infrastructure within each rating district based on 
the asset value of their respective works”. Suggest an amended Option 2 to accurately reflect a more accurate pro-rata basis (i.e. apportionment 
based on more-accurately calculated Option 2 pro-rata rates). This means that that the rating districts with the largest assets will pay the most for 
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services. Different rating districts require different levels of servicing. A more acceptable method of determining cost could be to analyse servicing 
costs over last 10 years to determine more accurate apportionments. User pays principles could be enhanced by more accurate time keeping 
records and directly charged on a weekly basis.  
Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Other – Hope comment, that the preferred option of Council is not final and a middle ground between options may be made, are not idle general 
comments but will act as a platform for the Councillors to change to a more acceptable mechanism to achieve similar or better outcomes for both 
Council and ratepayers alike. Do not support either option and believe the underlining principles are ill-conceived and shows a lack of 
understanding to achieve a consistent approach to a major funding issue. Because each rating district is very different in the objectives and 
requirements, Council should either adopt the status quo, or a widespread rate covering the whole of the Grey District as every ratepayer directly 
or indirectly benefits by the existence of a flood-free Greymouth as the district’s commercial hub.  
Other feedback 
Prudent reserves 
Common sense to have a prudent reserve. Given projected climate change scenarios essential for all rating districts to maintain a minimum reserve 
to meet this. Many rating districts have prudently managed their funding accordingly, however several schemes with large assets have purposely 
neglected this aspect of their investment and consequently have to play catch-up in order to reach and maintain a large reserve. Agree targets will 
have to be set and maintained although question some of the high levels set e.g. Taramakau, Nelson Creek, Waitangitoana.  
Council’s financial position 
The LTP appears to show Council in a serious financial predicament due to a combination of newly introduced Central Government imposed costs 
and past Council decisions. Believe greater emphasis needs to be placed on a collective community approach to climate-change induced issues and 
as such would suggest if an overall district-wide funding approach was made in funding the issues faced by the Westport, Greymouth and Hokitika 
scenarios the overall financial imposition on individual ratepayers could be minimized and palatable to all ratepayers.   

45 Alan & Jo Absalom 
Westport 

Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 – support Option 2 as Option 1 does not provide protection for the majority of the town and environs. Dismayed that basically three 
engineers (Land River Sea, peer Review, Tonkin & Taylor) have been contracted to get the design and costs to a stage where there is a fair degree 
of contention and questions on credibility. Time to get full design and put it out to market to get the price so ratepayers can have some degree of 
certainty on costs. Undoubtedly complacency from a large percentage of ratepayers, especially those who escaped unscathed from the flooding. 
Reality was that the entire town was within cms of being completely inundated. If all of Westport is not protected and the inevitable happens then 
properties will be almost worthless. Cost of total protection will be a small price to pay for security and peace of mind and will be more than 
compensated by an increase in value to all homes and businesses. Managed retreat has been suggested by the Mayor and some Councillors. This is 
nonsense. The town would be underwater before even a small percentage of homes are sacrificed at huge cost to businesses and homeowners. 
Council can encourage people to build on higher ground but is just a small degree of mitigation. Hugely advantageous if Councils could pressure 
central govt to provide funding on an interest free basis.  
 
[refer full submission for additional details] 

46 Andy Campbell  
Wanagnui 

Lack of communication with the Rating District Committee over the issues outlined in the LTP-CD and not informed of the proposed changes. No 
official liaison with the Wanganui Rating District. Making submission as an individual as opposed to Chair due to the matters noted above. 
Changing our rating instalments 
Recognise some hardship could ensue because of the substantial rate increases flagged. Options put forward are not appropriate to address the 
potential financial burden on ratepayers with limited resources. More equitable method – three payments over a 12 month period – February, June 
and October.  
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 - agree each rating district should bear most of the costs associated with the insurance of their asset, however some benefit is also 
derived by the general ratepayer and as such a small contribution is seen as a fair compromise.  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
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Other – agree each rating district should bear most of the costs associated with the engineering services of their asset, however minor benefit is 
derived by the general ratepayer therefore justifying a small contribution from that group. Because the Wanganui Rating District has been 
proactive in the past regarding prudent engineering costs by local management of damage investigation, costs have been kept to a minimum and it 
is considered our engineering and other associated costs should be at least on par with or less than other rating districts of a similar asset size. 
Believe actual costs should be determined and charged to each rating district monthly rather than an estimated annual cost. Support a modified 
Option 2. 
Wanganui Rating District – infrastructure upgrade 
Option 2 – no details of the proposed upgrade have been provided to the rating group to consider. Works of this magnitude can only be funded by 
a long-term loan. Important all ratepayers given extensive details of what is proposed before any decision is made. Council cannot and must not 
make unilateral, binding decisions affecting ratepayers without the appropriate liaison. Under the circumstances can only Support Option 2 until 
full details are supplied on which to form a rational decision.    
Wanganui Rating District – classification review 
Current classification been established through long drawn out discussions between Council and ratepayers with resultant classification that the 
ratepayers can live with. No reason why should be modified as it is felt that all landowners are paying the right amounts at the current time. 
Council indicated that a reclassification would lead to greater administration efficiencies. Request Council justifies this statement as believe it works 
well for both ratepayers and Council.   
Other feedback 
Financial reserves 
Agree that all rating districts should have financial reserves to cover risk exposure from major storm events. Noted that these reserves are to be 
met by 2031. This gives adequate time to plan the development of such reserves. Apparent that river infrastructure has been compared with 
coastal protection infrastructure when calculating suitable reserves. Generally accepted that the coastal environment is far more severe and prone 
to greater damage and therefore further consideration needs to be taken when deciding the final figures. Generally support the concept of prudent 
reserves for all rating districts but not to the levels indicated. The Wanganui Rating District reserve target of $500,000 by 2031 is unacceptable. A 
reserve level of $250,000 would be more appropriate. 

47 Waitangitoana Rating District 
(Wayne Nolan) 
 

Changing our rating instalments 
Recognise some hardship could ensue because of the substantial rate increases flagged. Options put forward are not appropriate to address the 
potential financial burden on ratepayers with limited resources. More equitable and palatable method – three payments over a 12 month period – 
February, June and October would help alleviate potential hardship around Christmas and other heavy financial-commitment periods.  
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – Agreed that each rating district should bear the costs associated with the insurance of their asset. However, the general feeling of the 
Waitangitoana ratepayer is that being a part of the overall Council’s asset, some benefit is derived by the general ratepayer and such a small 
contribution is still seen as a fair compromise. The proposed rating district cost of $3,733 is acceptable.  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Totally opposed to the indicated option 1($20,000) and option 2 ($15,000) but would support a cost-recovery figure the same as the 3 mentioned 
comparative rating districts ($3,750). Agree each rating district should bear most of the costs associated with the engineering services of their 
asset, however general feeling from Waitangitoana Rating District is that some benefit is derived by the general ratepayer therefore a small 
contribution is still seen as a fair compromise. As a large part of this rating district is DoC controlled land and therefore unrateable, the remaining 
ratepayers are, unfairly, fully covering the cost of protection to the Department’s land and in the absence of central government assistance, some 
general rate allowance should be made to recognise this anomaly. Strongly felt that the figures produced are not relative to other rating districts of 
a similar size. Feel a fairer approach based on a pro-rata basis relating to the total asset value would be a fairer method of determining eventual 
amounts. Understood from discussions with Council that the apportioned costs have not been calculated on a relativity basis. Because this rating 
district has been proactive in the past regarding prudent engineering costs by local management of damage investigation, costs have been kept to 
a minimum. Engineering and other associated costs should be at least on a par with or less than other rating districts of a similar asset size. If 
intended costs were reduced down to the level of Coal Creek, Inchbonnie and Kowhitirangi Rating Districts (i.e. $3,750) this would be an acceptable 
level.  
 
Other feedback 
 Financial reserves 
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Agree that all rating districts should have financial reserves to cover risk exposure from major storm events. Noted that these reserves are to be 
met by 2031. This gives adequate time to plan the development of such reserves. The prudent reserve for the Waitangitoana Rating District 
appears artificially high ($350,000 for a total asset value of only $3796510) when compared with similar asset values e.g. Inchbonnie $250,000 
asset value $4,100,677). Apparent that river infrastructure has been compared with coastal protection infrastructure when calculating suitable 
reserves. Generally accepted that the coastal environment is far more severe and prone to greater damage and therefore further consideration 
needs to be taken when deciding the final figures. The target of $350,000 by 2031 is unacceptable. A prudent reserve level of $250,000 for this 
scheme is supported.  

48 Matainui Rating District 
(Wayne Nolan) 
 

Changing our rating instalments 
Recognise some hardship could ensue because of the substantial rate increases flagged. Options put forward are not appropriate to address the 
potential financial burden on ratepayers with limited resources. More equitable and palatable method – three payments over a 12 month period – 
February, June and October would help alleviate potential hardship around Christmas and other heavy financial-commitment periods.  
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – Agreed that each rating district should bear the costs associated with the insurance of their asset. However, the general feeling of the 
Matainui Creek ratepayer is that being a part of the overall Council’s asset, some benefit is derived by the general ratepayer and such a small 
contribution is still seen as a fair compromise. The proposed rating district cost of $89 is acceptable.  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Other – agree each rating district should bear most of the costs associated with the engineering services of their asset, however general feeling 
from Matainui Rating District is that some benefit is derived by the general ratepayer therefore a small contribution is still seen as a fair 
compromise. Generally felt that the figures produced are not relative and a faire approach should be based on a pro-rata amount relating to the 
total asset value i.e. the rating districts with a greater asset value should pay the most – refer spreadsheet. Support a revised Option 2. The new 
proposed rating district cost of $197.03 is acceptable.  
Other feedback 
Financial reserves 
Agree that all rating districts should have financial reserves to cover risk exposure from major storm events. Noted that these reserves are to be 
met by 2031. This gives adequate time to plan the development of such reserves. The prudent reserve of $10,000 by 2031 is a suitable level for this 
Rating District.  
 
[refer submission for additional information] 
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Bruce & Lorraine Thomson 
Hari Hari 
 
Hari Hari 
 
Hari Hari 
 
Hari Hari 
 
Hari Hari 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 1 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 – 70% to rating district and 30% apportioned to community. The farming and business community should support each other 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Wanganui Rating District – infrastructure upgrade 
Option 2 – this is a big item for the Hari Hari community. There should have been public meetings of explanation. Not enough time to accurately 
digest information available. Where, why, how, extent of work proposed needed.  
Wanganui Rating District – classification review 
Option 1 – needs local explanation meeting to make an informed comment on this.  
Other feedback 
Received LTP-CD on 31 August. Time for submissions too short. Some big changes requiring more consultation and explanation to be meaningful 
and for us to make an informed decision. Community meetings essential to be able to get community support.  

54 West Coast Athletic Club 
(Jack O’Connor) 
Greymouth 

Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 – noting that river walls and seawalls contribute to the economic, social and cultural well-being of the community as a whole. However, 
note that historically, the Greymouth River Protection Scheme has adversely impacted the Clubhouse from flooding by water contained by the 
protection banks adjacent to the lower Sawyers Creek. Review of the Long-Term Plan offers an opportunity for Council to review earlier actions of 
the Regional Council and its predecessor in respect of the Greymouth Athletic Club’s building, and to consider some remedial action.  
[refer submission for additional information] 
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55 Rob & Ailsa Harrison 
Cobden 

Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 1 - live in a community, and the cost of any works undertaken aimed to protect the community should be shared to include those 
experiencing indirect, as well as those with direct benefits. This philosophy should extend to works as may be required in future also.   
In supporting the proposed extension of the rating boundaries for Greymouth as proposed under Option One, we acknowledge that there are some 
properties in the Omoto or Kaiata areas which will struggle to see direct benefits outweighing dis-benefits to their properties in the event of a large 
flood and where the Greymouth floodwalls have been raised above current levels. 
As I earlier alerted Council by letter in 2009, while the stopbanks may be raised to protect Greymouth, outflows to the sea are restricted, with 
resultant backup of water upstream of Cobden Bridge and through the Omoto/Coal Creek/Kaiata areas. In the situation I am familiar with at Kaiata, 
flood waters only just entered the Greymouth Golf Clubhouse in the large floods of 1988, but in 1997, water levels were 300mm above lower floor 
level.  The solution for this effect may require remittance to some degree of rates on affected properties.  
We have a personal interest in the beachfront erosion situation at Cobden. While it is appreciated that central Government is presently wrestling 
with legislation on how to deal with upcoming issues of retreat from erosion threat or from rising sea levels, it is inevitable that protection works of 
some description at this, and likely other sites within the region, will be needed within the term of the Council’s current long term review. We 
request that planning for potential protection works at Cobden Beach be included within the ten year strategy. 

56 David Barnes 
Westport  

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
- Fully support the submission by the Buller District Council on the WCRC Flood scheme. It is ill conceived, has no input from the 17th July at all in 

spite of an enormous amount of political spin that it predicted such an event since. 
- No reference has been made at all to the very significant Flood protection work done in 1868/70 which has since then given wide protection 

against major flooding since. See attached documents. 
- Cleaning and restoring these works as per annotated photo will be cheap, immediate and effective 
- In addition I have to add that the processes leading up to the WCRC proposed schemes leave them open to wide criticism even legal challenges. 

WCRC task force first held public meetings in Westport arranging interviews with interested parties to formulate a group, this was delayed and 
never actually formed. 

- A joint group under WCRC and BDC was eventually formed over a year later, lacked funding and was composed of parties for the most part 
without suitable qualifications if any. 

- No mention is made about cleaning and maintenance of Cat Creek within Westport, an important tidal creek which should afford additional 
drainage. In the 17th July event it is so clogged up that its efficiency was detrimentally deficient. Photos attached. 

- Enough has been said of dredging Westport Harbour Channels to no effect on selective hearing whatsoever. 
 
[refer full submission for maps] 

57 Tania Reynolds 
Westport 
 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
On the two options presented: 
- The options were developed prior to the July 2021 flooding event, which has given us new information on flooding pathways.  This now needs to 

be taken into consideration. 
- The flood modelling used does not appear to have been undertaken with a level detail in the terrain model to accurately capture what happens 

in reality during the flooding (as we now know from July’s event). 
- The two options presented will result in SEVERE loss of amenity for our town.  The rivers will be obscured from view and the town look like a 

prison camp. 
- An earthquake, which I am told is overdue and to be expected, would likely damage any walls. 
- If the floodwalls overflowed in any single location, flooding would potentially be severe and fast. People would have less time to escape. 
- Any overflow of the walls could result in the town and Snodgrass Road areas becoming swimming pools.   
- I don’t believe the cost estimates of the two options are realistic and likely to grow significantly from that suggested.   
 
As a community that has been scarred by two major floods in the last few years, it seems everyone in town has an opinion.  Some have merit, 
others not so much.  There is a pervasive distrust of the WCRC, being aided by a lack of information and engagement with the Westport 
Community.  This lack of information appears to be feeding a fear for the towns future and will likely result in reduction of investment and progress 
given the uncertainty. 
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Going forward, I respectfully request that: 
- A full review is undertaken of all possible (practicable) options.  Pros/Cons of each be considered and reasonings explored why they are viable or 

not. Interim and long-term solutions be considers. 
- New information gained from the July 2021 flood be included in any option consideration. 
- Internationally recognised experts be drawn upon in any option development process. 
- This information be presented to the Westport community in its entirety – both online and in a community event forum – before any further 

decision is made.   
- The community is given an opportunity to share their thoughts on the above and discuss these with WCRC engineers and Councillors.  This would 

be separate to the long-term plan engagement. 
This process is undertaken at the earliest possible time so that Westport can move forward without the fear of flooding. 
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66 

Frank Dooley 
Buller Electricity Ltd 
Westport 
 
O’Conor Institute Trust Board 
Westport 
 
Yelood Properties Ltd 
Westport 
 
Yelood Family Trust 
Westport 
 
St Canices Parish Trust Board 
Westport 
Westport 
Westport 
Westport 
Westport 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2  
Based on the events of 1 February and July 2021 Option 1 is not worthy of further consideration. Therefore fully support Option 2. Request Council 
to take into consideration: 
- The Joint Committee to oversee the Westport Rating District should be formed without further delay and the Terms of Reference be made 

immediately available to all ratepayers 
- It is the direct responsibility of the Regional Council to provide and maintain agreed levels of service and erosion protection for its communities 

and it has been consulting on the Westport options for over two decades. Westport Rating District requires immediate action.  
- Capital costs – acknowledge the forecasting assumptions will be further refined as the survey and design work is completed in the 2021/22 

financial year.  
- Climate change – criticism around lack of climate change impacts in the proposed Option 2. WCRC policy on climate change is both prudent and 

fiscally responsible. Consistent with the Council’s infrastructure strategy of coordinating independent expert advice, surveying and modelling 
data to allow Council to inform communities of the risks and risk mitigation options into the future.  

- Funding / affordability –  
o inter-generational strategy (from the Financial Strategy) is not followed through with the proposal which is based on a 25-year term loan. 

Would recommend the funding timeframe be extended to a minimum period of 60 years. 
o Revenue and Finance Policy is inconsistent with both eth Financial and Infrastructure Strategies. The Capital Expenditure Statement needs to 

be amended to exclude assets funded through targeted rates and the Borrowing Policy needs to be reviewed so that it is consistent with the 
“intergenerational strategy” and the reference to a 30-year period deleted.  

o Council should seek Central Govt funding noting that over $9 million has been pumped into BDC since the July floods. Also consider entering 
long term support partnerships with businesses within the Westport Rating District that have been severely impacted by the adverse events.  

o As Chairman of Buller Electricity, our Company is prepared to assist with funding of up to $100,000 per annum to ensure the proposal 
becomes both acceptable and affordable to our ratepayers. Investing into the long-term security of the community than regularly facing 
clean-up expenses and the impacts of adverse events on our asset base.  

- Alternative option – on review of the 2015 assessment the only alternative option worthy of consideration would be Option E or Option B with 
the addition of the Orowaiti Flood Relief Cut. A full cut as proposed may not be necessary, instead a ‘depression’ whereby removing 50% of the 
material would be as effective as a full cut in the time of river flooding and more effective in protecting from sea swells. Acknowledge that this 
may be more expensive but can reduce the visual impacts of floodwalls around the Orowaiti.  

- Kiwirail – Structures on Stephens Road pose a real issue and Council needs to enter into discussions with Kiwirail when completing survey and 
design work. Culverts north of Excelsior Road intersection need to be removed and replace with a pier typ bridge structure to allow better flows 
and less blockage in this section of the Orowaiti.  

- General – solutions are not simple but need to ensure the Orowaiti overflow and weir diversion is appropriately and continuously managed and 
the O’Conor Home stopbank is immediately repaired.  

 
[refer submission for additional material] 

67 Hokitika Coastal Protection 
Alliance Inc 
(Mark Mellsop-Melsson) 

We note here that our comments relate to the publicly available information in the 24 page Consultation Document as there appears to be no 
public access to the actual Long Term Plan. The lack of public access to the actual Long Term Plan raises some questions about transparency, and 
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the nature of the Consultation Document of leading/ guided ‘permissible’ only questions only is questionable as it implies that there are some 
topics the Council do not want to discuss. 
Specifically, with a focus on the Hokitika Coast: 
1. Planning: 

(a) We request inclusion of a definitive time frame / goal for finalization of the following Plans: 
- Regional Coastal Plan (Has been under review since 2016) 
- Hokitika Rating District - Asset Management Plan – 2020-2023 (Still in Draft form nearly halfway through its life) 
Our reasoning is that finalized plans provide a better degree of guidance and certainty.   
Conversely, plans that remain as drafts for an extended time create uncertainty within the community and a perception that the Council itself is 
either uncertain, or under resourced, or incompetent, or even worse, wishes to impose unfettered control without showing its hand. 
(b) We request inclusion of a new activity in respect of developing a long term plan specifically addressing how the anticipated future coastal 

change (Ministry for the Environment publication – Coastal Hazards and Climate Change, Guidance for Local Government, 2017) causing 
hazard potential at Hokitika will be managed, including: 

- Trigger points and possible actions beyond seawalls such as managed retreat of long term inhabitations. 
- Pre-consenting of appropriate likely possible options (such as seawalls where demonstrated as economic, necessary and unlikely to 

exacerbate the situation that led to the seawall proposal in the first place) in order to avoid ad-hoc reactive responses (‘emergency works’) 
which could have reasonably been foreseen and planned for. 

Note that other Regional Councils in NZ (Hawkes Bay Regional Council for the Napier / Hastings coastal communities) have embraced this hazard 
planning approach.   

2. Rating District / Funding Sources 
(a) We question why the rating district boundary has been enlarged /extended to encompass properties that are nearly 1km from the coast 

and/or elevated at least 10m above sea level.  Some of these property owners have made a conscious choice to distance themselves from the 
coastal hazard. 
We request that the rating district boundary not be enlarged / extended from that which currently exists. 
We note here that there are disparities between the written descriptions of the boundary and/ or the maps presented in the various Council 
documents (Specifically the Consultation Document and the Hokitika Rating District Asset Management Plan).  HPCA expect that the 
boundary should reflect the actual risk profile and not simply a means of capturing more funds. 

(b) We question the apparent disparity between the proposed user pays scenario for engineering services (the Consultation Document 
emphasizes the Councils intention generally to move to a user pays environment) and the uniform charge to all rate payers in the rating 
district for the seawall extension (if can be demonstrated by the Council that a seawall extension is a reasonable use of public funds – as of 
today this is still to be publicly demonstrated by Council). 
We request that the proposed uniform charge be removed and the pre 2020 tier charge be reinstated (with those closest to the coast paying 
more and those more distant paying less). 

3. Independence / Separation of conflict between ownership and governance for large projects 
We request that the Council: 
- Adopt a dollar fund limit beyond which the Council may no longer be both the applicant for a resource consent and also the arbiter of whether 

to grant that regional resource consent. 
- Adopt an auditing procedure that ensures that the Council abides by the conditions of any resource consent that it holds. 
To achieve this we suggest that independent commissioners are used to assess any resource consent applications above the dollar value 
threshold and that appropriately qualified and experienced experts in the relevant fields are used to evaluate the technical aspects, likely 
consequences and to confirm the dollar value of the corresponding activity /project. 

The basis of this request is the apparent contempt in 2021 by some in the WCRC for the resource consent process in attempting to extend the 
existing the 2013 Beach Street Seawall 1 km to the north (RC 13131 V1). In this case some WCRC staff attempted to extend an approximately 8 year 
old resource consent obtained originally under emergency provisions without demonstrating the need for the wall or allowing the community to 
participate in the resource consent process – consultation and participation in this particular environment is a requirement of the NZ Coastal Policy 
Statement (Policies 24-27). The previous resource consent conditions (WCRC RC13131 & WDC RC 130082) appear not to have been complied with, 
particularly annual monitoring and reporting (LGOIMA requests have been responded with a blank). The value of the proposed extension was about 
$5M. 
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68 Bruce White 
Canterbury 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
No tangible progress between August 2015 report and now should be regarded as unacceptable.  
- Constraints to water flows – In any system there will be constraints and in order to improve the system, the first step is to identify the main or 

primary constraint. Once identified, it is resolved so it no longer impacts the system and the process completed repeated as often as necessary to 
resolve the issue. Westport flooding caused by lack of capacity. Suggest a first good action to stop arguing the long term options and start 
dredging the stone accumulation to alleviate some of the capacity issues in the river channel. 

- Issues with flood barriers – Focus of WCRC options around bunds, stopbanks and floodwalls with substantial design work to be done. “it has 
always been clear that no stop-bank is a guarantee of no flooding; - there is always a residual risk because of the uncertainties about where and 
when rainfall will occur” (Dr Judy Lawrence – Climate Change Commission). Agree with these comments including the impacts related to planning 
and three waters reform.   

- Frame of reference – re local responsibility and affordability – WCRC frame of reference was based on affordability and the local rating base – 
perhaps this is a serious constraint too. Dredging in the past was undertaken by Holcim Cement. Now Holcim have ceased operations and funding 
of the dredging does not mean that Buller River stone-flow will stop or that dredging should cease and the dredge put up for sale. Will Govt 
refuse to support a community which seeks to pro-actively adapt in a sensible manner? Believe Govt will help because support would be the right 
thing to do and cheaper than picking up the pieces later.  

- Insurance – The insurance industry insures risk – it does not insure certainty. Industry not going to tolerate further huge loses without the 
community (and Govt) doing their bit to allay the certainty of further devastating flood events. Insurance will be a significant driver of adaptation 
to climate change.  

- Collaboration – Within each community lies a deep and diverse range of experience. The ‘public service’ has yet to learn how to harness that 
expertise, preferring instead to shun collaboration and co-design and instead rely solely on staff and consultants. Welcome the expertise of 
people in the wider community and allow them to contribute.  

 
[refer full submission for additional detail] 

69 Federated Farmers Even though Council is under pressure we seek that you always remain mindful of challenging economic times for ratepayers and that rates 
increase should be kept under firm control. Ask that you look closely at what is driving increased council spending and demand for revenue – rates 
and non-rates.  
Funding statutory obligations 
Delivering on NZ’s freshwater expectations 
- Support the focus on achieving the minimum statutory requirements. Endorse the practical approach adopted by Council in prioritisng what 

needs to be done and ensuring that resources are directed to the areas of greatest need and greatest benefit. This approach is likely to result in 
the best environmental and fiscally savvy outcomes for the region, especially whilst the finer details of the legislation are being amended.  

Fast tracking the combined district plan 
- Support fast tracking of this plan, however do advise cautio regarding rushed regulation. Support the use of debt while interest rates are low, and 

over 10 years helps spread the load.  
- We do not endorse Council’s approach of using capital value as the basis of ratepayer funding for this project and instead seek that Council 

applies a uniform annual general charge to all properties in the region. It is highly unlikely that the farm will use and/or benefit from the plan 10 
times more than a dwelling. Remind Council that the perceived ‘value’ of a property has little relevant to a the comparative level of service 
received by that property from the Council, nor does it indicate an ability to pay. One of Council’s principles outlined in the Financial Strategy is 
“rates should be affordable, equitable and fair”, we are struggling to understand how this principle is being applied in this instance.  

Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 1 – endorse a user pays approach and that the targeted rates are utilized more, with the general rate only being used where there is a 
uniform public good.  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 - endorse a user pays approach and that the targeted rates are utilized more, with the general rate only being used where there is a 
uniform public good. 
Other feedback 
- Uniform Annual General Charge – endorse Council for raising the UAGC and strongly supports the full 30% allowed.  
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- Rates Remission and Postponement Policy – strongly support the new category 3: Rates Remission on Land Protected for Natural, Historic, or 
Cultural conservation purposes.  

User Feed and Charges Schedule – agree with intent to update user fees and charges schedule annually to respond to real time and legislative 
changes. Seek only that Council endeavours to recoup actual costs. Note that Central Government reform has placed the general rate under 
significant pressure and has forced Council to review where its costs are coming from and how best to fund these fairly across ratepayers. We 
support the principle that those who benefit or use services are those that pay for them.  

70 Linda Grammer 
Seddonville 
 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 1 - However, council should simultaneously ensure (liasing with Buller District Council, Civil Defence, etc) that all new buildings/ structures 
are only erected in safe, non-flood zone areas and that such buildings/ structures are elevated. In addition, it would make good sense to support all 
new buildings (including hospitals, residential) have solar panel facility (bare minimum for production of hot water suitable for bathing and kitchen 
requirements) to reduce electricity consumption. 
I would also like to see WCRC work with central government and local councils to identify those areas, buildings, residential dwellings at risk of 
future flooding events and avoid any new housing in at-risk areas.  I would like to see housing concentrated and planned to ensure best 
environmental practice is followed (and loss of lst class horticultural/ farming soils avoided). 
Other feedback 
- Disappointed that the draft LTP 2021/31 fails to highlight or stress important environmental policies/ commitments (to protection and 

enhancement of indigenous biodiversity, to Biosecurity, to protect Outstanding Landscapes, and so forth). 
- The draft LTP does finally acknowledge the seriousness of Climate change, which is to be commended (but committed/ robust action must now 

be taken by council to help ameliorate climate change. 
- Disappointing that the draft Long-Term Plan fails to address the following functions of regional councils as set out in 

subsections of s.30 of the RMA (the Act) which state that: 
“(1) Every regional council shall have the following functions for the purpose of giving effect to this Act 
in its region: 
(c) the control of the use of land for the purpose of— 
(i) soil conservation: 
(ii) the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of water in water bodies and coastal water: 
(iii)(a) the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystems in water bodies and coastal water:” 

- The draft LTP also does not address the function set out in s.30(1)(ga) which specifies “the establishment, 
implementation, and review of objectives, policies, and methods for maintaining indigenous biological 
diversity:” 

Biosecurity – urge Council to prioritise: 
- Development of a robust overarching biosecurity strategy 
- Sustainable integrated management 
- Take meaningful action against climate change 

Genetically modified organisms / Gene drive 
Raise this important emerging issue. Concern that the biotech industry continues to advocate for outdoor experimentation with GMO in NZ and 
gene edited organisms and ‘gene drive’ on public conservation lands. Oppose any outdoor use of risky and controversial gene edited organisms 
(CRISPR) or "gene drive" (a sterility technique that presents grave risks to NZ's biosecurity, indigenous biodiversity, and wider environment) and ask 
that the Board upskill on this issue. While we strongly support robust protection of native flora and fauna and addressing Climate change, 
experimentation with or use of such risky new genetic technologies on our public conservation lands (or elsewhere) would be counter productive 
and potentially create far more serious problems than desired solutions. WCRC should join the numerous other councils who have put in place 
precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions, policies, and rules in local plans. Ask that WCRC be in compliance with the NZ Coastal Policy 
Statement (policy #3 is focused on the Precautionary Principle). 
Climate change  
We share the concerns of many West Coast residents about climate change (as well as any outdoor use of GE/GMOs) and would like to see the 
WCRC (as well as the relevant agencies in NZ central and local government) prioritize swift and appropriate action to help combat climate change. 
National Environmental Standard for Plantation Forestry 
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WCRC needs to be aware of and in compliance with the NES-PF, and help prevent any outdoor experimentation with or release of GE/GMO 
trees.  It is of concern that at any point, an application could be lodged with the EPA (by an overseas multinational, private company, NZ Crown 
Research Institute etc) for an outdoor GE/GMO tree, grass or clover experiment/ field trial on the West Coast.  
 
[refer full submission for additional detail] 

71 Paul Reynolds 
Westport  

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
As a resident affected by the recent Buller River floods my submission focuses on the    suggested flood protection works for the Buller and 
Orowaiti rivers. I find the proposed flood protection schemes to be void of analysis as to the cause of past flooding. 
I believe the past extensions to the Buller river flood walls to be a major contributing factor, particularly the constricting of the Buller river flow by 
the necking in of these walls. The harbour was designed by an acknowledged world expert on harbour design (Sir John Coode) and subsequent 
changes have been made by unknown, unrecognised government employees whose changes have: 
1. Degraded the Buller rivers discharge capacity by constricting the outfall. 
2. By failing to maintain the position of the Orowaiti River mouth the river has been allowed to increase its length thus decreasing its 

discharge.  (Please note, the changing Orowaiti River mouth is not a natural occurrence but is entirely due to misdirected human intervention. 
I believe the maps provided by WCRC means we are in for more of the same as they have both cropped of the mouth of the Buller river which leads 
me to believe they are blind to the cause of the problem. 

72 Ben Smith 
Westport 

Balancing the budget 
Section 100 of the LGA requires Councils to set operating revenues at a level sufficient to meet operating expenses. Council has experienced 
operating deficits over the last five years with operating expenditures rising faster than operating revenue. The last 10 years have seen the Council 
debt levels rise from $3.1 million in 2012 to $9.5 million in 2020. Of the $9.5 million borrowed as at 2020, approx. $3.4 million was to fund 
operating deficits.  
- Operation deficits must flag there is an issue within the LTP 
- Increased central govt compliance costs requiring minimum approx. 7 staff. Is this increased expenditure within the LTP 
- Believe financial modelling is flawed. Signing off on an operational deficit of $102,000 for 2022 FY. You have increased General and UAGC but the 

LTP openly relies on increased income from VCS and investments. How do you justify this competitive statement to a market when competing 
service providers know your predicament.  

- No consideration put in place for the Westport Flood Protection with a public cost of $10.4m and my personal estimate of over $15m. This would 
take Council debt to over $30m. Even with increased income from a limited targeted rating base the Councils own debt limits at 175% of annual 
revenue would be exceeded.  

Suggestions: 
- VCS become a UAGC for Dept of Conservation with an annual surplus operational expenditure of twice the current LTP financial projections.  
- Increased operational expenditure of at least 7 FTEs be applied to operational expenses 
- That WCRC and BDC immediately seek “shovel ready” funding for at least 50% of any inundation expenditure required to protect the community 

of Westport.  
- That with the LTP a stated retreat policy be adopted with any inundation effected area of the region. This would therefore mean that by default 

both the District and Regional Councils would have to maintain common policy.  
Conclusion: 
- Immediate support and clear direction are needed for the region to survive the calamities of this recent period. The financial projects of this LTP 

need to be immediately rewritten and validated to the current community needs.  
- Addressing the anomalies of a severely skewed rating base need to be amended immediately to ensure the survivability of the region.  
 
[refer full  submission for further detail] 

73 Stephen Langridge 
Taramakau Settlement 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2 – pay monthly by direct debit 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 2 – we understand there are extra costs but there becomes a limit to what is affordable.  
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Other feedback 
Financial reserves 
Financial reserves set at $500,000 is excessing. There is a large supply of rock available in the settlement which can be utilised at short notice. 
There are limited transport costs compared to other rating districts. The settlement has successfully managed the operation for over 50 years. It is 
frequently monitored and any works required completed asap. In the history of the scheme there have never been a need for funds of this amount. 
$500,000 spread over 6 landowners is unaffordable and would put undue financial pressure on landowners. If it becomes too unaffordable then 
other options will have to be explored to find a more cost effective solution. 
Infrastructure insurance 
Proposed infrastructure insurance cover the whole West Coast and has an excess of $600,000. This would be reasonable if flooding covered the 
whole coast or many different rivers. This is unlikely to happen and a more likely scenario is that it will hit one area and I that case $600,000 is 
hugely excessive and means the insurance would not be fit for purpose.  
River event reference 
Recording of river events as 1/50 and 1/1100 is a complete waste of time as it means nothing to the landowners when looking after a large stop-
bank as these floods are becoming more frequent. A flow metre would be better suited to record the quemec of water.  

74 
 
 
75 

Colman Creagh 
Rapahoe 
 
Rapahoe 

Changing our rating instalments 
Option 2  
Greymouth Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 2 – there is no way Rapahoe should be paying for Greymouth flood protection schemes. We have our own problems to deal with. Since first 
being designated a town in 1879, Rapahoe has had to fend for itself with the minimum of help.  
Other feedback 
These increases are not sustainable, will end up with the people of fixed incomes, pensioners, being forced out of their homes because the Council 
cannot do what they expect everyone else to do. Tighten their belt.  

76 Kowhitirangi Flood Wall 
Committee – Stephen Keenan 
(Phil Cook, Neville Monk, George 
Burden, Tom Taft, Stephen 
Keenan 
 
 
Supported by signatures from 11 
other landowners within RD. 

Submission outlines a radical departure from the historic rating formula and would see an annualized increase to the scheme of some 200%. 
Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Other – Committee submits that no premium be levied against the scheme. The scheme holds that the only true insurance was one held in the 
Committee’s financial reserves where the fund balance is 50% above the prudent reserve.  
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Other – simply pro-rating costs as a proportion of the capital value would not accurately reflect the true costs in that you may have a well-
maintained scheme requiring proportionally low maintenance in relation to its high capital value. Would like to see costs invoiced to each scheme 
exactly as they are required. The Committee liaises with other river front owners, acts in a timely manner to ensure protection is efficient and well 
maintained. Consider that the time of Council staff has been kept to a minimum. Historically river transects to assess flood risk have in the past, 
been fully paid by the scheme.  
Other feedback 
Council must consider the public good provided by the scheme. The scheme is funded 100% by farmers and provides protection to farmland as well 
as road access to the Hokitika Gorge, protects power transmission lines and fibre optic cables. There is no rate obtained from these entities. 
Historically, the river has broken its banks prior to construction of the wall and would have severed this infrastructure.  
 
[Refer submission for additional detail] 

77 Don Neale 
Hokitika 

Hokitika Rating District – boundary extension 
Poor justification given for the proposed extension and rating 
Overall, the Consultation Document appears to be mostly about how to collect rates and very little about how to wisely spend it. WCRC needs to 
develop an overall planned approach for this rating district – points submitted on previously available on request. The Consultation Document gives 
little indication of what the rating district will be used to fund.  Previous indication is the construction of a raised river stopbank and an extended 
rock seawall. This is not made clear in either the consultation document or the draft Hokitika AMP. Extension of Hokitika Rating District (p11) – the 
plan’s only justification for the boundary extension is that ‘…significant feedback was received from the community about further extending the 
boundary…’. Poor representation of the 2020 submissions, as very few (about 5) submissions suggested some form of extension. Roughly as many 
of the submissions explicitly supported a reduction in the rating district area and/or higher rates for those most affected by hazards.  Several 
submitters within the 2020 rating district noted that they chose to live in elevated or inland areas, expecting to avoid the hazard and associated 
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costs. In any case, residents in the wider district will still be paying indirectly, through the costs inevitably passed on via the products and services of 
the rate-paying businesses that they utilise. Of course, the number of submitters to this LTP is less relevant than the substance and reasons in the 
submissions. As the 2020 WCRC staff report notes: “Consultation for flood and erosion protection projects is not a poll.” WCRC should make their 
decisions based more on what is right, than on what is popular. 
 
Information provided is unclear 
The draft Hokitika Rating District 2020-23 Asset Management Plan is very confusing and apparently outdated. It appears to describe the situation in 
2013, something very different to the works that the WCRC has indicated it now wishes to pursue. For example, the objectives of the AMP aim only 
to protect Beach St properties (‘6.1 Service Level’), and to maintain the existing seawall (Hamilton St to Stafford St) (‘8.0 Performance measures’). 
While it notes the presence of the additional riprap (Stafford to Park St), it has no intent to do anything with it, and only notes a ‘consideration to 
raise the groynes’ (AMP 6.1). 
Similarly, there is very little mention of what is actually planned for the Kaniere-Hokitika section of the Hokitika River flood protection scheme. The 
AMP is also unclear if the ‘prudent reserve’ (AMP 5.4) is $460K or $250K?  
The proposed Rating District Map boundaries and the written description in its Detailed Rating Assessment (DRA) (ag) & (ah) are inconsistent with 
each other, describing two different boundaries. For example: 
- the DRA description includes the ‘old racecourse area’ and ‘Hokitika Airport’, whereas the map does not.  Will the racecourse and airport sites be 

included in the rating district?   
- The DRA description includes the ‘Tasman Sea’, but the map excludes the areas around Sunset Point which includes public assets and private 

houses on unformed legal road.  Will WDC not be liable for WCRC-rated hazard management costs for these built assets around Sunset 
Point/Beach St? 

- The rating district map in the website version of the Consultation Document and in the DRA (also on website) includes the Seaview subdivision, 
whereas the map in the Consultation Document posted to ratepayers does not.  Is the Seaview subdivision included or not? 

WCRC needs to consider the legal implications of these errors for the validity of this LTP consultation process, and needs to clarify these matters to 
better inform all ratepayers. 

 
Unjust proposal – disproportionate cost on properties less affected by hazards, and arbitrary boundaries 
The consultation document is wrong to say that extending the boundary ‘ensures the benefits of this infrastructure are more fairly distributed’. The 
properties under greatest hazard risk (e.g. on the immediate beachfront and in lowlying flood-prone areas of town) will disproportionately benefit 
from the works, and so they should be the ones to pay the bulk of any costs.  It is unfair to do otherwise. I would encourage WCRC to view their 
extension proposal from the point of view of a ratepayer living outside the mapped flood/erosion zone (e.g. on the higher terraces or well back 
from the coast) – why should people who are not even threatened by the hazard be paying exactly the same as someone who is? Those in the 
hazard zone should benefit from a (sensible & approved) hazard management plan? The proposed extended rating district boundary is equally as 
arbitrary as the existing (2020) boundary. The Consultation Document gives no reason for the position of the proposed boundary. No evidence is 
given that the places in the extended area gain benefit from the works any more than the rest of the District. Why do Seaview and Racecourse 
subdivisions pay for the rating district, when those at Three Mile, Blue Spur and Southside do not? Again, if a rating district is necessary, a 
differential system would be much fairer, so that those in lower hazard risk areas on the margins of the district are paying much less than those in 
high risk areas, and similar to those lying just outside the district. 
 
Preferred Option – differential rating and a good plan 
Neither of the Consultation Document’s two proposed options are acceptable, as they unjustly socialise the cost of works that are primarily going 
to benefit a much smaller number of the properties within the district. 
It is essential that the WCRC’s management of the rating district and coastal hazards at Hokitika are led by a process of independent planning, 
appropriate expert advice and thorough public scrutiny of how rates are spent. 
My preferred option would be: 
a. to revert to a differential rating district system that places greater costs on the properties that most benefit from hazard management 

measures (including the proposed seawall and river flood wall).  This is similar to the approach used pre-2020, where coastal and lowlying 
properties paid more.  
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Rating districts should be an opportunity to place a ‘user pays’ financial incentive to locate assets away from hazardous sites and towards places 
that are at less risk, by using a differential rating system within the rating district’s boundaries.  Those who benefit most from hazard response 
should proportionally bear the greater costs. Those who build away from hazardous areas should pay only for the secondary benefits they gain 
(eg the service benefits provided to the wider district by a secure Hokitika CBD). 

b. To implement an effective, well planned and fully consented overall approach to hazard management that includes measures other than the 
rock works and walls currently proposed.  This could include consultation on, and implementation of,  
o planning approaches (e.g. building codes, managed retreat, and utilisation of unformed legal road and other public land areas for the 

purpose of hazard management and natural dynamics), and  
o other coastal hazard response actions (e.g. stormwater & drainage management, bund construction, dune building & planting, ongoing 

monitoring). 
A better process is needed 
WCRC needs to provide for a proper process, including 
c. the establishment of a rating district committee in accordance with WCRC’s own policies 
d. Obtaining and using expert coastal and river hazard management advice 
e. Fully consented proposals and approved plans that do not rely on the emergency provisions of the RMA 
f. Effective consultation and ongoing involvement of ratepayers. 
Hokitika Southside Rating District proposal (p12) 
It’s a little ironic that the existing Southside Rating District (in the vicinity of the SH6 bridge) covers properties that are least affected by flooding 
according to the flood maps.  Consideration should be given to fully redrawing the rating district based on hazard risk, which could result in the 
removal of these ‘safer’ properties from the Southside rating district. The Consultation Document is wrong to say there will be no cost under 
Option 2, as those in the existing rating district will bear the full cost of any works undertaken in the future.  

78 Terrance Amies 
Carters Beach 

Westport Rating District – flood protection works 
Option 2 – Make an overflow to send Orowaiti straight out to sea in a flood. Carters Beach did not flood, Snodgrass bad flooding. Fix the Buller River 
mouth (keep it clear). Orowaiti river needs straight channel through North Beach to protect Snodgrass and release Cat Creek water from Westport.  
Other feedback 
West Coast should be one administrative area as small population. This will save ratepayers a lot as too many employed in Councils, compared to 
other New Zealand areas. Own water and sewerage of small rural towns are very cost effective and simple. Councils can assist in conversion of 
necessary. Small towns need to be on own water tanks not administered by BDC.  

79 Jon Sullivan 
Wanganui RD 
 
37 signatures to submission 
though some have submitted 
separately 

Wanganui Rating District – upgrade of infrastructure 
Opposed to Option 1, and are also concerned about Option 2. The status quo operating now is grossly unfair, with a few landowners downstream 
reaping all the benefits while those at the upper end of the valley including the township subsidise these few at great expense. We believe Option 1 
would operate in the same way. If those residing at the upper end of the valley are not to have more of a fair go at the existing scheme, we prefer 
to pull out altogether.  

80 Warren Godfrey 
Hokitika 

Infrastructure Insurance Cover 
Option 2 
Engineer, and other rating district services, cost recovery 
Option 1 
Hokitika Rating District – boundary extension 
Option 2 – whatever happened to user pays concept. Our property is 40m above sea level and is not as risk of flooding. Properties purchased within 
the township should have thought there was potential for river and lesser extent stormwater flooding. The extent of the boundary, properties 
along Hau Hau Road, on same terrace level are exempted. How can this be? Having one rating value is unjustified. Those within the highlighted 
area should be paying a higher rate and those beyond and on higher ground should be exempted. We do not agree with the extent of the proposed 
extension.  

 
 


